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 ................................................................................................   ........................................................................... 
 (Name) (Place, Date) 

 ...........................................................................................................   ................................................................ 
 (Address) (E-mail) 

 

Application for admission to the doctoral examination and opening the 

doctoral examination process 

I hereby apply for admission to the doctoral examination and the opening of the doctoral 

examination process at the next possible date.  

Title of my thesis:  

 

 

 

I nominate the following chairperson of the examination board:

Prof. Dr.  ..........................................................

I nominate the following evaluators:

If the nominated person is not entitled to take the examination, it is necessary to apply for an

individual examination authorisation limited to this doctoral process, providing a current academic

CV.

1. Prof. Dr.  ......................................................  Signature:  ........................................................

2. Prof. Dr.  ......................................................  Signature:  ........................................................

Examination authorisation        ○ applies         ○ is hereby requested (attach CV or provide link)

    Link:

Explain the suitability of evaluator 2:

 

 

 

Nomination of additional examination board member/s:

3. Prof. Dr.  ......................................................  Signature:  ........................................................

Examination authorisation        ○ applies         ○ is hereby requested (attach CV or provide link)

    Link:
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Explain the suitability of examiner 3: 

 

 

 

If appl. 4. Prof. Dr.  ...........................................  Signature:  ........................................................

Examination authorisation        ○ applies         ○ is hereby requested (attach CV or provide link)

    Link:

Explain the suitability of examiner 4:

 

 

 

If appl. 5. Prof. Dr.  ...........................................  Signature:  ........................................................

Examination authorisation        ○ applies         ○ is hereby requested (attach CV or provide link)

    Link:

Explain the suitability of examiner 5:

 

 

 

The degree is sought in the following doctoral degree program:  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Target degree:  ..............................................................................................................................  

Thesis type: ○ monograph ○ by publication (‘cumulative’)* 

I confirm that the enclosed printed and electronic copies of the completed thesis are identical. 

 

If applicable, planned disputation date: 

The date is ○ a rough planning.  

○ an urgent deadline (please contact paagrar@gwdg.de (PhD students from 

Faculty of  Agriculture) or gfa@uni-goettingen.de (PhD students from the 

Faculty of Forestry) to clarify feasibility).  

 

For more information on the administrative process of the doctoral examination, click here: 

https://www.uni-goettingen.de/en/532018.html 

 

 

 

mailto:paagrar@gwdg.de
mailto:gfa@uni-goettingen.de
https://www.uni-goettingen.de/en/532018.html
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Confirmation according to § 12 section 1 c) + appendix 2 

I confirm that I have composed the present scientific treatise (thesis) independently using no other 

sources and resources than those stated. I have accepted the assistance of third parties only in a 

scope that is scientifically justifiable and compliant with the legal statutes of the examinations. In 

particular, I have completed all parts of the dissertation myself; I have neither, nor will I, accept 

unauthorised outside assistance either free of charge or subject to a fee. 

Furthermore, I have not applied for an equivalent doctoral examination elsewhere and submitted 

the present thesis as a whole or in parts at another university. 

I am aware of the fact that untruthfulness with respect to the above declaration repeals the 

admission to complete the doctoral studies and/or subsequently entitles termination of the doctoral 

process or withdrawal of the title attained. 

 

 

Candidate’s signature:  .......................................................................................................   



 

 

Effective 26 August 2022  
 

1. Please enclose the following documents 

Please note the deadlines for submission. 

 

o a summary of the thesis in German and English language that presents the research 

question, methodology, results, and conclusions 

o a resume in German or English that also furnishes information on the candidate’s academic 

education and career 

o proof of proper enrolment (including the semester of doctoral examination) (Certificate of 

Periods of University Education) 

o proof of proper completion of the examination prerequisites as described under § 9 

o section 2 

o if applicable, proof as required by § 12 section 1 sentence 2 for the award of the academic 

titles of Dr. rer. nat. or Dr. rer. pol.  

o *for the cumulative thesis, please attach the journal’s confirmation of acceptance for the 

publication(s)  

 

2. To be submitted later 

Faculty of Agricultural Sciences 

 

Faculty of Forest Sciences and Forest 

Ecology  

Due 8 weeks prior to the oral examination  Due after the graduate committee has 

appointed the evaluators 

at least three printed copies of the thesis including the title page according to appendix 3 of the 

GFA doctoral degree regulations 

one digital copy as an unsecured PDF file (that permits extraction of the text), by e-mail to: 

paagrar@uni-goettingen.de gfa@uni-goettingen.de 

any published manuscripts by the applicant connected to the dissertation in a written or digital 

form 

 

mailto:paagrar@uni-goettingen.de
mailto:gfa@uni-goettingen.de
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